In a companion paper, we proposed new analytical expressions of cluster sink-strengths (CSS) indispensable to any complete parameterization of rate equations cluster dynamics accounting for reaction between defect clusters populations having a 1D-mobility. In this second paper, we first establish simulation setup rules for truly converged estimates of effective CSS by Kinetic Monte-Carlo, and then we grid on a wide set of radii, rotation energies, diffusion coefficients and concentrations of both reaction partners. Symmetric roles of some parameters are used to infer a generic form for a semi-analytical expression of CSS depending on all these interaction parameters: it is composed of the various analytical expressions established for the limiting cases and fitted transition functions that allow a gradual switching between them. The analysis of the residuals shows that the overall agreement is reasonably good: it is only in the transition zones that discrepancies are located and this is due to the asymmetric form of the actual transition functions. The expression can be easily extended to temperatures at least a few hundred degrees around the temperature of the fitting data set and with similar average accuracy. This semi-analytical expression answers our a practical need for CSS evaluation in our typical range of conditions, but further extending this range to much smaller diffusion coefficients ratios, it is quite striking to see that the domain for 1D-1D mobility is very extended: for a 10 −3 ratio the computed CSS is still not correctly described by the 1D-CSS with respect to a fixed sink (1D-0), but rather by the established 1D-1D expression. For our typical sets of conditions, it is only when approaching a ratio of 10 −6 that the 1D-0 CSS starts to become more relevant. This highlights the counter-intuitive fact that the growth kinetics of moderately trapped 1D mobile loops although described by a reduced effective mobility may not be described by 1D-0 kinetics but rather by appropriately corrected 1D-1D CSS which have completely different order of magnitude and kinetic orders.
Introduction
Following the goal of establishing a complete parameterization of cluster sink-strengths (CSS) for any type of clusters mobilities including both species mixed mobilities (i.e. rotations of glide directions, noted 1DR − 1DR), we have established in a companion paper [1] analytical expressions for 1D − 1D absorption including the case of "diffusion anisotropy" (diffusion coefficient ratio being different than one). This task is essential to a rate-equation cluster dynamics (RECD) modeling of microstructure evolution of defect clusters populations according to the state of knowledge on loops mobilities, which are of primary importance regarding material properties evolutions in both fission and fusion reactors.
First, at section 3, the extremely delicate and demanding conditions for the true convergence of object kinetic Monte-Carlo (OKMC) CSS estimates in this wide range of conditions is stressed out and a box size setup rule is established based on simple probabilistic argument. Then at section 4.1, effective CSS are estimated by OKMC for the most general case of 1DR − 1DR CSS with finite rotation energies. Estimates from simulation are required because no general analytical formula is at hand. This is done for a very large set of conditions in terms of D-ratio (D = DB/DA) and of rotation energies EA, EB couples. The evolution of CSS with these three parameters is then rationalized by proposing a semi-analytical formula, matching the analytical formulas for the limiting cases of 3DA − 3DB, 1DA − 3DB and 1DA − 1DB CSS and fitting the transition between them thanks to a combination of sigmoidtype functions. The fit is made on one couple of concentrations (CA, CB), and reproduces with similar levels of accuracy other couples of concentrations, thus assessing for the broad validity of this semi-analytical formula. Adaptations of the formula are then proposed for temperatures a few hundred degrees around 573 K and for other jump distances. Given its good ability to reproduce the effective CSS over the many orders of magnitude over which they evolve, the agreement can be considered as very reasonable. The interpretation heavily relies on the D-ratio scaling factors' exponents: as highlighted on limiting cases when the D-ratio varies, the CSS vary like (DA/DB) δ , the exponent being characteristic of dimensionalities of the mobilities. An map of effective δ values helps the interpretations and the performance of semi-analytical formula heavily relies on reproducing the important features of this map through "scaling factors" rather that the other factors of the CSS analytical expressions. On this map, domains of different mobility dimensionality clearly appear, and their characteristic exponents are connected with the limiting cases for 1DA − 1DB and 1DA − 3DB "anisotropic" CSS. But in the limited range of D-ratios investigated for the purpose of high precision fitting, these domains do not close. At section 4.2, we investigate the closure of these domains, i.e. the convergence of effective CSS towards the analytical CSS with respect to a fixed sink when the D-ratio gets lower (∆ = log 10 (DA/DB) higher). As we shall see, for our typical set of conditions, it is only when reaching very small D-ratios that the slowest specie can be considered as immobile. As discussed in the last section, this implies a quite broad relevance of the established general CSS expression, even when the effective mobilities of species are considerably lowered after trapping by impurities or elastic fields. The prevalence of aggregation (termed here as growth by mutual mobility) over Ostwald ripening is shortly discussed.
General scheme for effective sink-strengths computations
In the case general case where both reaction partners A and B can be mobile, we expect non-trivial dependencies of absorption rates on the couple of concentrations (CA, CB) and substantial dependence on the diffusion coefficient ratio D = DB/DA. The effective CSS calculation should then be done with large numbers of clusters in the simulation box to allow for more flexibility in the choice of concentrations and better physical accuracy of estimates.
Malerba et al. [2] used the OKMC code LAKIMOCA [3] to compare effective to the 1DR − 0 CSS analytical formula [4, 5, 6] . In that study, effective 1DR − 0 sink-strengths were estimated using a parameterization for interstitial type objects performing 1D-jumps along one over the four variants of the glide directions of the 1/2 111 family. Changes of the glide direction (rotations) are chosen among all other possible stochastic events proportionally to their respective frequencies, and so that the average distance covered between two rotations is ch = dj exp(E/kBT ) on average (where dj is the jump distance, E is defined as the rotation energy, kB is Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature). The effective CSS calculation then consists in placing one sink and operating the many OKMC jump events for mobile object in a box and gathering very large statistics to estimate the average number of jumps before contact with the sink. Yet, for more general CSS estimations, such a procedure has some limitations: the concentration of both species are equal so exclusion volume effects (see for instance Redner et al. [7, 8] ) between same type particles cannot be accounted for. On top of that, having a single sink in periodic box, the resulting CSS correspond to the case of a cubic mesh of sinks instead of a random distribution of them. Nevertheless, at least the first limitation is not critical for the authors' purpose since there is no need to vary both concentrations when one of the reaction partners is immobile and the analytical form of CSS to validate is known a priori. Conversely, for the more general framework of our study without a priori knowledge of the general CSS expression, a new procedure for estimating effective CSS has to be established.
The general scheme can be described as follows:
1. One places NA = CAV and NB = CBV A and B species at random positions in the box of volume V , but away from reaction distances (R, RAA = 2RA, RBB = 2RB) of all other objects.
2. All defects may jump sequential according to the OKMC algorithm and to their mobility characteristics (DA, DB, EA, EB), until one object enters a reaction volume.
3. Once an heterotypic reaction (i.e. an A − B reaction) occurs, the time span from the previous reaction of this type is recorded. Then one of the two species is moved to a random place of the box, away from all possible reactions' distances. This is necessary to keep the concentration of species constant, while preventing from overestimating absorption rates if the reacting defect pair would not be separated after the reaction time is recorded.
4. Once an homotypic reaction (A − A or B − B reactions) should occur, the associated time span should not be recorded, but still the reactions partners should be placed away as in the previous case. Without this precaution, the defects capture volumes would overlap and the sink strength would be underestimated.
5. Periodically, when, on average, each defect should have reacted a few times, all the defects are randomly placed in the box again, thus allowing sampling of initial distributions of defects whose effects can be especially important at low volume fractions of 1D-mobile species [7] .
This procedure shares some common points with that of Amino et al. [9] but, together with convergence criteria that will follow, it is meant to be more robust for the wide range of mobility parameters S = (CA, RA, DA, EA, CB, RB, DB, EB) that we wish to explore in this paper.
3 Search for general simulation setup and convergence criteria
According to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations [10, 11, 12] , once they are untrapped, even large (here we mean visible in conventional TEM) dislocation loops can have a large mobility. Some state-of-the-art OKMC parameterizations like that of Malerba et al. 1 were aimed at reproducing these experimental observations: the jump frequency of loop object is essentially a decreasing function of the loop size and is given by the product of the exponential of a migration energy (which is comparable to the Peierls barrier as mobility of large loops is can be seen as glide of a circular dislocation) and an attempt frequency. Given this jump model, the evolution of loops' diffusion coefficients from monomers to nanometric loops will span over several orders of magnitude. Even if small, mobilities of large loops can be crucial to reproduce loop coarsening kinetics which can be driven either by Ostwald type ripening ( [13] ) or by aggregation of mutually mobile species ( [14] , also term as "collision" in the literature). In order to account for these phenomena with RECD, the basic ingredients are the absorption rates of all combinations of reacting species whose D-ratios span of over a large range. Values of attempt frequencies ν, migration energies E m , rotation energies E for different interstitial cluster sizes in monomers n from one typical parameterization of Malerba et al.'s are given in table 1. The very details of such a parameterization were subject to evolutions, nevertheless, for the present study, its purpose is only to highlight typical orders of magnitudes and variations amplitudes.
It should be stressed out that to have a physically relevant parameterization of loops' mobility, it would be very important to model at the same time the trapping centers that will significantly reduce their effective diffusion coefficients, otherwise all loops would annihilate at the surfaces and none would be visible. is not accounted for in the present study as it focuses on cluster-cluster interactions and not traps although they wouldn't be a major difficulty to include them in RECD (on possible approach among others would be considering effective migration energies [15] ) as far as their CSS formulation is concerned. In this study, we typically primarily D-ratios from 10 −3 to 1. Rotation energies values span from 0 for an interstitial monomer which is here considered as fully 3D-mobile, to 2 eV which, for the defect volume fractions we typically have, can be considered as sufficient to ensure pure 1D-trajectory before absorption at the temperature we focus on T = 573K, which probably the most typical irradiation temperature. We see that if we cannot make any a priori assumptions on the dependence of CSS on defect parameters for an arbitrary couple of values (EA, EB), the required number of calculations can be quite large. Indeed, if we choose a reasonable griding of six values for each of the eight parameters (CA, RA, DA, EA), (CB, RB, DB, EB), then a full combinatorial matrix of the parameter sets to test would represent several millions of combinations. On top of that, depending on each parameter combination, the convergence time spans from minutes to weeks and the initial setup for convergence can be very different. Thus, our first task should be to take simplifying assumptions to limit the number of conditions and our second task to study the conditions for convergence of mixed mobility CSS.
The first important assumption is that the radius dependencies can be cast into the single parameter R = RA + RB, as it appears in the previously reviewed analytical expression CSS from the companion paper. This approximation should be well verified when RA RB. If RA RB it can be questioned, because if homotypic reactions are prevented then on one hand, there will be a coexistence of zones with high concentrations of A-species with depleted ones and on the other hand, B-species will tend to be evenly-spaced. As this approximation happens to be very well validated for 3D − 3D, 1D − 3D and 1D − 1D CSS (figures not shown for brevity) we may not question it much further in the general case. For 1D mobiles, summing the radii should be a priori more questionable as they are even more prone to establish depleted zones, but it also happened to be very well validated.
Because 1D-mobility may be far less efficient than the 3D one to sample the space (as reflected by κ
, Φ being a volume fraction) very large simulation boxes may be required. As Malerba and co-workers pointed out [2] , taking three different prime numbers for box dimensions is sufficient to prevent a mobile with 111 glide direction to stay confined in the diagonal or any periodic path as it happens when having periodic boundary conditions in a box whose dimensions have common divisors. Nevertheless, at variance with the authors' case where only sink concentration dependence was studied varying the box size containing one sink, in the present case we perform more general calculations where many mobile clusters are present in the calculation. In that case, it may not be necessary to choose "non-cubic" boxes (as opposed to "quasi-cubic" ones with Lx Ly Lz like, for example, a 991 × 997 × 1009 box would be, in lattice parameter a0 units).
To the contrary, the box size should be carefully chosen so that there is at least one interacting pair along the shortest box dimension (linear densities of pairs times the shortest box dimension is greater that one). Adopting a slightly more probabilistic approach: assuming Lx ≤ Ly ≤ Lz, the probability of having more than two interacting species along one of the LyLz segments of adimensional length Lx 2 is
( 2) assuming a binomial distribution of A species along Lx. Here, p is the probability for one site to be occupied by an A particle:
is assumed to be small 3 . Noting that there is on average, NA LyLz
A-type particles along one Lx segment, one should then sum up the probability 2 over all the LyLz segments of length Lx (the probabilities for individual segment are assumed to be independent) for a criterion on having at least one Lx segment with two A-particles aligned. Note that, as stated before, A-A interactions are prevented, and the criteria we look for in fact concerns A-B interaction. But it turns out to be more simple to manipulate only one concentration, and then extract a conservative criterion assuming CA ≤ CB. We end up with the crudely approximated but conservative criterion of that
If, more realistically, one wishes to account for minimum distance between species than must be greater than twice the capture radius (defects are now placed on grid with spacing R instead of a0 and p is now CAR 3 ),
with CA ≤ CB and Lx ≤ Ly ≤ Lz, gives the order of magnitude for the minimum number of species to place in the box to have a chance for a statistically significant number of A-B reactions. Note that this criterion should be conservative with respect to glide direction because it should be even more easily be met when glide directions are non-colinear to the boxes' directions as, in the case 111 -glide for example, interaction probabilities might be enhanced by the shift of linear trajectories after crossing a periodic boundary. This criterion happens to be well validated if we consider the results of Fig. 1 . On this graph are plotted the decimal logarithm of the ratio of CSS estimates from OKMC simulation over the analytical expression κ
CB.
In these simulations with the parameters EA = EB = 2 eV, DA = DB, RA = RB = 1 nm, the analytical expression and simulation estimates of CSS should match at least within the uncertainty of the estimates (i.e. the log 10 of the ratio should reach 0 within the error bars on Fig. 1 ). This ratio is given as a function of 3 LxLyLz so a logarithm of the ratio far from zero denotes the inability of the simulation setup to reproduce correct sink strength values Figure 1 : Decimal logarithm of the ratio of estimated CSS over the analytical value (log 10 ( κ
Points of a given curve all correspond to same computation times. It is clear that significant convergence is reached only when the box size reaches approximately the L min criterion.
due to small box size effects which are notably sharp in the case of 1D-mobility simulations. On the caption of this figure is also displayed the minimum value
of the box length corresponding to each concentration CA = CB obtained applying preceding criterion Eq. 5 but for a fixed concentration (for this criterion Lx Ly Lz is assumed). We see that this simplistic criterion catches reasonably well the order of magnitude of the box dimension for onset of convergence, whereas for smaller boxes the convergence behavior is chaotic and globally bad in terms standard deviations. Note also that on the figure only "quasi-cubic" were used. A detailed analysis of both type of boxes reveals that non-cubic boxes converge slightly slower that "quasi-cubic" ones, due to greater sensitivity to small linear density of defect in the shortest dimension of the box. Indeed as we have seen, the smallest dimension of the box may be such that there is a significant interaction probability for interaction. In practice if this box shape criterion is not met, the computed CSS often underestimate the actual value by a factor 3 or 4 (probably related to the number of dimensions of the box and to the number of variants of the 111 family) although the standard deviations seem to indicate that convergence as been reached.
A second criterion for the convergence of the CSS estimates is that starting from one initial random configuration of mobiles, the sampling run should last enough time for having at least as much absorptions as the total number of mobiles. This is because absorption rates should reflects all contributions to the reaction probabilities: on one hand reactions occurring by very fast 1D interaction of defects which are very close but rare according to the random distribution of initial distances and, on the other hand, contributions from the numerous but slow (due to the inefficient 1D-sampling of space) non-colinear 1D-1D reactions. Stopping the run before having significant chances that all mobiles had at least one interaction, and restarting it with another initial random configuration of defect would result in sampling only the fast reactions and thus over-estimating the CSS. A direct consequence is that it limits the use of naive parallelization 4 for the longest calculation: each run must be continued until most defects of both type have reacted. This point is also very important and may be a major source of inaccuracy of CSS estimations: the CSS may vary by several orders of magnitudes going from fast components to its slowest ones. The last criterion is purely statistical: for meaningful standard deviations of the effective CSS, at least some tens of estimates should be used when possible.
Results
In the calculations presented in the rest of this article, the three preceding convergence criteria are met, so the computed CSS are now referred as "effective CSS" κ 2 eff instead of estimates of the CSS.
First, we present results for the CA = CB for a few (EA, EB) combinations, in order to establish trends. Figure 2 presents effective CSS computed from simulation with (EA = 2 eV, EB = 2 eV ) at various concentrations. With both rotation energies as high as 2 eV at 573 K, the particles will a macroscopic mean-free path before rotation, so they can safely be treated as purely 1D-mobile and thus comparison with the analytical κ 2 1D−1D is relevant. The linear relation between ∆ = log 10 (DA/DB) and log 10 (κ 2 eff ) on the figure indeed suggests a power-law dependency of the CSS on the D-ratio, as expected from the limiting cases Eq. 7. Detailed analysis indeed shows that it follows the expect characteristic exponent −1/3 excepted the diffusion anisotropy analogy highlighted in the companion paper.
The evolution of CSS surfaces with R are clearly more complex, and changing the representation to log 10 (R) would not reveal a simple and general scaling. Again, this is not surprising, as according to Eq. 7, the CSS should depend on R through R eff and the inverse logarithm of R 3 . From the preceding part, we can conclude that the proposed analytical expression match well the computed effective CSS for the 1D − 1D case. Other limiting cases like 1D − 3D and 3D−3D (rotation energy couples set to (EA = 0 eV, EB = 2 eV ) and (EA = 0 eV, EB = 0 eV ) respectively) were checked to follow their related limiting case CSS expressions, although for the sake of conciseness they corresponding graphs are not shown here. However, this approach reaches its limits when dealing with intermediate values of rotation energies which do not correspond to a well defined limiting case: with a direct plot of a set of CSS surfaces depending on D-ratio and R it can be difficult to determine which CSS analytical expression is the best match. Moreover, pursing the approach of estimating CSS for many different couples of concentrations, there might be few hope of rationalizing the results: concentrations relevant to typical irradiation conditions span over too much order of magnitudes.
We will thus adopt a different approach in the next sections. 
Semi-analytical expression for general sink-strengths
We will now focus on establishing a semi-analytical expression of CSS for the general case of (EA, EB) ∈ [0, 2] × [0, 2] (eV). and reproducing the highlighted analytical expressions in limiting cases. The functions allowing for the transition between the limiting cases will be fitted on simulation results which makes the approach not fully analytical but only semianalytical. For the purpose of this fitting procedure, a first set of 1728 conditions has been simulated. It corresponds to the following parameters ranges: 
Note that these parameters have been chosen with some guidance from the parameterization in table 1, but that this choice does not impact the generality of the results to come, thanks their semi-analytic character. One advantage on having the condition CA = CB fixed to a not too low density is that it eases the search for the optimal simulation parameters (such as internal variables for "link-cell" type neighbor finding algorithm, box size, single run duration etc.) valid for the whole set of conditions. Thus, we could obtain coefficients of variation σ(κ 2 est )/(κ 2 est ) as low as 1% on average over all conditions and about 5% in worse cases, the average number of estimates (runs with different initial placements of defects) being ten. As argued before, each estimate of the reaction time was done on M ax(NA, NB) A-B pair reactions.
The results are shown on the top panel of Fig. 3 . They are displayed in the form of CSSisosurfaces (represented using the Mayavi library [16] ). The overall shape is quite complex but we can nevertheless draw some trends. First we see that for values of A species' rotation energy EA close to zero, the CSS reaches the highest values. This is also quite independent of both EB and the diffusion coefficients ratio: the corresponding isosurfaces are almost flat and parallel to the EA = 0 plane. This is because when DA is greater DB, if A is purely or almost purely 3D-mobile, the type of mobility of B has very little influence on absorption probability, the overwhelming efficiency of 3D-mobility will completely dominate. When DB is equal or very close to DA, EA and EB should play symmetric roles for the CSS. This is indeed what is observed in the Fig. 4 . The hyperbolic-like shape of the contour lines can be simply interpreted by the fact because DA = DB, for EA fixed, the CSS depend very weakly on EB, so iso-CSS lines should be parallel to EB. Also, we note that globally, whatever the couple (EA, EB) values the CSS varies quite weakly in the "isotropic" diffusion analog case DA = DB. Nevertheless, it will be important to reproduce these hyperbolic shapes, because by extrusion and non-uniform shear along the z-axis they generate the complex isosurfaces of Another salient feature of Fig. 3 is that a series of isosurfaces parts are almost identical up to a constant translation along the z-axis. This particularly striking for large values of EA. The constant spacing along ∆ between isosurfaces is the signature of the power-law dependencies highlighted in the limiting cases. This clearly holds for specific parts of the parameter volume: the plateau values reached by the surfaces notably when both EA and EB are large or when EA is large and EB small suggest a quite wide range of validity of limiting case analytical formulas. Between these plateau regions there are very clear transition zones where isosurfaces have sigmoid shapes.
All these observations will now guide us to build the semi-analytical description of CSS for any couple of rotation energies, whose transition coefficients will be adjusted on the present data set. Hereafter we will use the well known sigmoid function (also known as logistic function):
As sketched on Fig. 5 , when DA = DB, one very general formulation of the CSS may be:
with the functions f , f , g and g having the constraints: f (0) = f (0) = g(0) = g (0) = 0 and f (1) = f (1) = g(1) = g (1) = 1 so that the four limiting cases are recovered: If we impose that EA and EB play symmetric roles (κ 2 (EA, EB, DA, DA) = κ 2 (EB, EA, DA, DA)) and use κ 2 3D−1D (DA, DA) = κ 2 1D−3D (DA, DA), then we must have f = g and f = g and we can cast the CSS to the following form:
1D−3D (11) In practice, experimenting various fitting possibilities, it turns out that we can make this form even simpler taking :
and a simple fitting procedure leads to λ f = 8 and ε f = 0.2, with overall 5% discrepancy with the simulated data set and a maximum deviation of about 15% for the worse point. Following the previous findings, we will now assume that the fit can be extended to DA > DB scaling it with the ratio of diffusion coefficient to a power that depends of the dimensionality of the mobilities:
We are now left with the task of defining the exponent function δ. The values of delta that should be matched according to the analog limiting cases are sketched on Fig. 6 :
• (EA = 0, EB = 0) (eV) corresponds to 3D − 3D absorption rates which simply depend on (DA + DB), that turning to CSS makes (1 + (DA/DB) −1 ) for CSS, which is close to 1 = (DA/DB) 0 when DA DB in other words a close to zero δ value,
• (EA = 2, EB = 2) corresponds to 1D − 1D absorption rates with a characteristic exponent of −1/3, following to the analysis detailed in [1] • (EA = 2, EB = 0) corresponds to 1D − 3D with DA > DB absorption rates leading to a −1/2 exponent [1] One very simple choice for an exponent function δ meeting these requirements is: Figure 6 : Schematic view of the analytical expressions for the limiting cases (vertical edges of the cube) for the CSS in the (E A , E B , ∆) space. The functions f , f , g and g were shown to be identical by symmetry or practical arguments.
The first sigmoid multiplies the whole expression allowing to reproduce a smooth transition from the 3D to 1D of the mobility-leading A species. The second sigmoid just accounts for the behavior of the B-species which are less mobile which is reflected by the "second order character" of this term. Performing another basic fitting procedure for this function δ leads to λ = 10 and ε = 0.5 for both sigmoid functions. This simple procedure leads to quite a reasonable fit of the simulation data as they are reproduced with about 16% discrepancy on average, with a maximum error of about a factor 2.5, while the whole set of data varies about a factor 50. Depending on the application such a precision might be sufficient or not. For example for very precise computation of dislocation loops nucleation out of irradiation, all the errors on the estimated absorption rates for monomers up to critical size clusters will cumulate and may have an impact on the overall estimated nucleation rates. On the other hand, for microstructural evolution under irradiation, where the cascade cluster production may allow clusters to grow bypassing the classical nucleation path, and where due to colossal supersaturations the expected critical radii may be extremely small, then reproducing the order of magnitude of CSS may be seen as a reasonable approximation when the purpose is to compare RECD calculation to experimental observations often having even larger intrinsic uncertainties.
Representing the actual map of effective δ values,
from the set of estimated CSS shows us that trying to improve the fit would require a more complex expression of the function δ Eq. 16. This is shown on Fig. 7 . The figure may also be seen as "reaction dimensionality diagram", as it permits, basing on the values of the exponent, to identify zones in the (EA, EB, ∆)-space associated with the 1D-1D type reaction (the zone delimited by the purple surface on the figure), the 1D-3D zone (the blue zone), and the rest which can be seen as a close to 3D-3D zone, apart from a small zone where DA DB, EA 0, EB 2eV (in red on the figure) where the exponent approaches 1/6. Due to its very small extend in the ∆-dimension this red zone wasn't identified so far in the analysis of Figure 7 : Effective exponents δ eff isosurfaces, allowing to identify CSS domains. ) is given on the last column for each data set. The total radius used is always 1 nm and the box dimensions range from 300 to 4000 unit lattices depending on concentrations and L min .
limiting cases, but it can be interpreted considering the analog cases highlighted in [1] 
which according to the authors of this development [17, 18] should be rightful for Dz Dρ. Using the analogy approach of the companion paper, we may take Dz = DA + DB and Dρ = DB. Actually, the red zone is for quite small ∆ values so, if we admit that the relation also holds for moderate diffusion "anisotropy" (Dz Dρ) then, the characteristic exponent 1/6 is explained. The fact that this zone has a very limited range and does not extend to larger ∆ values is just due to the chosen representation: because the CSS are studied with (DA + DB) constant, DB vanishes along the z-axis and the evolution is then only driven by EA 0 and its 0 typical exponent.
We will now validate the semi-analytical formula outside of its fitting data set. Due to high computational cost 5 of well converged CSS for high rotation energies and low concentrations, only a limited set of concentration pairs could be used. However, we tested the formula both for equal concentrations and different ones. Results are presented on table 4.1. 
are very close to one. Being these correlation being on decimal logarithms, it shows that at least the CSS' orders of magnitudes are almost perfectly captured by the formula. The standard deviations on logarithms are: displayed on table 4.1 could be considered as a source of inaccuracy. To that concern first, it should be noted that these large deviations mostly correspond to intermediate values of rotation energies, as can be seen from the isosurfaces of the residuals on Fig. 8 . We can see that the residuals of logarithms r = log 10 (κ
is everywhere very close to 0 (blank zones are below 0.00746, whose square root elevated to power ten corresponds to values below the 20% average discrepancy) except when EA 0.5 eV , EB 0.0 eV and ∆ 2. In that very small orange zone, it reaches 0.142 whose square root corresponds to the logarithm of the largest ratio listed in table (log 10 (2.37) = √ 0.142): the zones of quite high deviation of the fit are always quite small and actually correspond to transition zones.
This indicates that the approach consisting of entering limiting cases in the fitting formula is overall relevant and that it is mostly the proposition of the transition function involving two basic logistic functions that could be improved. It appears that centrosymmetric character (with respect to point (ε, 1/2)) of the logistic function does not allow to match perfectly the evolution of the effective CSS both before and after ε. The non-centrosymmetric character of effective CSS may arise from the need of κ1DR−0 expressions to describe them for example near EA 0.5 eV , EB 0.0 eV at large D-ratios. To keep it as simple as possible these limiting cases where not included the semi-analytical formula. A possibility that does not require to include more limiting cases would be to use other functions to model the transition (asymmetric sigmoid like the generalized logistic function) which do not impose this symmetry.
This was tested and achieved some partial improvement but at the cost of doubling the number of parameters. Fitting the transition zones with splines would be probably the best option, but the number of parameters would then as large as the product of the degree of the splines by the number of fitting point.
Notwithstanding these possible refinements of the semi-analytical fitting for transition regions, casting all possible CSS into a general formula should be seen a significant improvement of CSS description compared to crude simplifications met in the literature consisting in approximating them with 3D CSS . Indeed we see from table 4.1 that varying rotation energies couples and diffusion ratio the CSS spans over 1 to almost 2 orders of magnitudes, as the dimension of mobilities go from 1D − 1D to 3D − 3D and ∆ is below three. Thus, the approximation of treating them as purely 3D would result in overestimating them by the same orders of magnitude. This as to be compared with the 20% overall accuracy (and a factor 2.5 at worse in some very local transition regions) allowed by the semi-analytical formula, that we recast here in its most explicit expansion:
here additional simplifications have been made compared to the generic form Eq. 11: κ 2 1D A −3D A has been simply replaced by κ
, with imperceptible loss of overall accuracy. Of course, that does not mean that this equality stands in the formula for smaller diffusion coefficients ratios, but rather that most of their relative evolution can be cast into a leading term, the D-ratio power delta term (or scaling term). It is also interesting to note that quite counterintuitively, simple reductions of the dimensionality of the mobilities are often misleading whereas dimensionality equivalences are relevant: having both species 1D-migrating and DB as small as DB/DA = 10 −3 (∆ = 3) does not allow to treat B as immobile, as the CSS is far from the 1D − 0 CSS value, whereas it matches well the 2D − 0 CSS with proper accounting of scaling term. This important point will be further investigated in the next section.
Finally, note that this semi-analytical formula is directly valid only at T0 = 573K. To extend it to other temperatures, we may first note that the temperature only plays a role in the mean-free path before rotation as the formula is directly parameterized on diffusion coefficients. It may then be adapted to depend on the couple (ln( A), ln( B )), with
instead of rotation energies (EA, EB). Also as 1DR − 0 type CSS limiting cases are not explicitly accounted, only the sigmoid transition functions must be adapted:
which ensures σ ( , λ, ε, T0) = σ(E, λ, ε). In fact this formulation is useful only when adapting to both a different temperature and a different lattice (reflected by jump distance dj). When only adapting to a different temperature, the transformation may be reduced to substituting E, ε and λ to E/T , ε/T , λ/T0 respectively in the original expressions of the sigmoids. The discrepancies related to the absence of 1DR − 0 terms in the fit could be enhanced when applying to other temperatures, so the quality of the adapted fit at T = 300 K and T = 800 K was studied. The isosurfaces of the ratios κ 2 eff /κ 2 fit are shown on Fig. 9 . The situation is almost opposite in the two cases. For the low temperature, the discrepancy gets higher but in an even more confined zone than at the reference temperature, so the overall accuracy is not significantly changed (about 18 %). For the higher temperature, the maximum discrepancy is even lower than for the reference, but it is more widespread over the parameter volume, and the location of the maximum discrepancy (about 2) is different. This also leads to a global accuracy of the same order as for the initial fitting temperature (about 23 %). This also suggest to use temperature dependent terms in the transition functions for applications requiring much higher levels of accuracy.
Closure of the CSS domains
In the previous section, we noted that even for diffusion coefficients ratios as low as D = 10 − 3 (∆ = 3), the least mobile specie may not be treated as immobile, as the most relevant analytical CSS is the properly corrected 1D − 1D expression. It is important for modeling concerns to investigate to which extends this holds, and what is the typical diffusion ratio where the 1D − 0 CSS starts to be more relevant. The semi-analytical formula that we have established allows for reasonably accurate estimation of CSS depending on (EA, EB, ∆), but due to its numerical cost, the fitting set was limited to 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 3. On that part of the (EA, EB, ∆)-space, the two main main absorption-rate domains are clearly visible (3D − 1D and 1D − 1D) but none of them are closed at ∆ = 3. As a consequence the validity of the formula as such is restricted to that range, because there must be some D-ratio above which B should be considered as immobile and the CSS tend to 3D −0 and 1D −0 respectively. For the former, the transition does not need to be explicitly accounted as 3D − 3D CSS expressions encompasses the case DB = 0, whereas for the 1D − 1D → 1D − 0 transition the reaction rates do not even have the same reaction order. Thus the range of ∆ was extended to 6 in a new calculation set where the sampling criteria were slightly relaxed. As displayed on Fig. 10 the domain for 1D − 3D CSS now closes by ∆ = 4.5 and that of 1D − 1D CSS closes about 5. From log 10 (DA/DB) = 3.75 to 7.5 some isosurfaces are wavy because the sampling set is smaller than for the other conditions (although this calculation required about 2.2 million Figure 10 : Three views of the effective exponents δ eff isosurfaces.
CPU hours on Xeon Sandy Bridge 2.6 GHz cores). Being more precise on the closures in the (EA, EB, ∆)-space would require quite a lot more computational resources, so we should rather focus on the (EA = 2 eV, EB = 2 eV ) case.
To that end, a few sets of simulations (for a few (C, R) couples, C = CA = CB) for ∆ ranging from 0 to 9 was ran. The results are shown on Fig. 11 . Representing the normalized quantity:
helps to check if a common trend for the transition towards 1D − 0 stands out. It is indeed the case for the typical volume fraction conditions investigated. The question whether this simple behavior extends to a wider range of (CA, CB, R) conditions could be delicate and is not addressed here. We rather focus on proposing a practical correction for the vanishing scaling factor ( D A/D B ) 1/3 that would clearly lead to an underestimation of CSS from some point when D A/D B goes to 0. For the investigated conditions, the 1D−1D → 1D−0 transition happens to follow a common trend that is well fitted by the generalized sigmoid,
with Fig. 12 , we can conclude that depending on the C and R the effective CSS reaches the analytical κ 2 1D−0 within a typical 5-10 % uncertainty of estimates by 5 < ∆ < 6, except for the blue curve which is can explained by a very large volume fraction. Formally we can identify a critical ∆ value by equating the 1D-0 and 1D-1D CSS which leads to
Its evaluation on the conditions of Fig. 12 leads to values mostly between 6 and 8, which corresponds reasonably well to values to the critical values from the figure. Nevertheless the approach from the Eq.4.2 and the actual evolution towards the critical values do not compare further: it is clear that the transition is very gradual and that both 1D − 1D and 1D − 0 mechanisms operate simultaneously even above the critical value. To the simplest way, the cross-over between mobile and fixed sinks related CSS may cast in the semi-analytical formula in the most basic way as:
A more elaborated way of reproducing the transition would be to use the fit Eq. 4.2 and replace it back in Eq. 4.2:
but this should be valid only for pure 1D − 1D and establishing a Y fit function valid for any rotation energy couple would require a more complex function with much more parameters.
5 Discussion: the relevance of mixed mobility sinks strength to dislocation loop evolution modeling Dislocation loops are complex objects whose mobilities are driven by the singular character of the stress field they wear. This is also the physical origin of the rotation energies [19] (that we have taken here as black box parameter) as the rotation phenomenon shares some similarities with cross-slip, but with specific attempt frequencies and activation energies due to the closed chain nature of loops [20] . A consequence of this is that the rotation probability of a loop may not always bear a simple parameterization with a fixed rotation energy that only depends on its size: it may also depend on the elastic fields that surrounds it. By construction, in cluster dynamics we can only hope to treat these types of spatial effects in a very indirect way and this would be at the cost of quite heavy modifications of the original formalism. More natural to account for is the trapping of loop by chemical heterogeneities. Carbon and nitrogen, even at a few tens of ppm concentrations can have a huge impact on mobility of loops in ferritic materials at moderate temperature. Cottrell atmospheres of carbons may form in the tensile zone of dislocation loops thus lowering the effective mobility of loops, and under the presence of supersaturations of vacancies, vacancy-carbon complexes may form [21] and trap dislocation loops for long times. The effective migration energies of loops are thus significantly increased by a function of the trap-loop binding energy and they may grow by absorption of untrapped mobile species. In other words, untrapped species are expected to be in lower number densities than trapped ones in many conditions, so, at first sight, one may believe that 1DR − 1DR CSS may play a secondary role compared to 1DR − 0 ones. But we shall keep in mind that:
• At high temperature, the trapping is less effective. There could even exist a cross-over between trapping and it opposite effect, the elastic confining of loops by over-sized solute atoms [22] .
• The vicinity of fixed sinks (dislocation network and grain boundaries) are often depleted of traps. It is indeed in these regions that greater populations of small dislocation loops (in the form of TEM "black dots") ca n be seen in complex alloys with many solutes and impurities such as industrial RPV steels at moderate doses. This a local effect but nevertheless crucial as it conditions the local mobility of dislocation which is a key point for mechanical properties evolution under irradiation.
• Even if loops spend most of the time trapped, clusters from the resulting smaller population of untrapped loops may react quite intensively and depending on the detailed conditions create a specific population.
• At least from some point, the traps should be saturated and the new free defect clusters produced in cascades should be more likely to interact with other mobile clusters, than to be trapped. In the parameters set taken as an example in this study (see table 1 ) the single interstitials are considered as 3D-mobile and from size 3 they start having a mixed mobility. Note also, that in other systems, the mono-interstitials may be crowdions and exhibit pure 1D-motion [23] .
• As we have seen in section 4.2, even with six orders of magnitude difference for the diffusion coefficients of two interacting 1D-mobile species, the 1DR − 0 CSS approximation is a serious underestimation of the effective CSS, contrary to the appropriate 1D − 1D expression. We can be more quantitative for last but not least point: a popular way of accounting for trapping is inspired by the developments of Krishan [15] and others is to simply lower the effective diffusion coefficient by a factor exp −
, where Etrap is the binding energy between the cluster and the trap. Actually, this corresponds to a lower bound for the effective diffusion coefficient as the efficiency of the population trap is assumed to be ideal. At 573 K, a trapping energy around 0.68 eV correspond to the factor 10 −6 reduction of effective mobility. So, below this threshold, a trapped cluster should still be considered as mobile with respect a free clusters of the same type. There are several defect sizes complying with this condition in the exemplified parameterization: these are the smallest cluster but also the most numerously produced by the irradiation cascade process.
With these considerations in mind, mobile clusters aggregation (by diffusion of both reaction partners) should at least be considered as a channel from loop growth competing with Ostwald ripening. Indeed, for the exemplified parameterization, trapping energies of loops range from 0.17 to 0.6 eV below a cluster size threshold value 6 and then 1.1 eV above the threshold. On the other hand, the corresponding binding energies values are always much higher that trapping energies at each cluster size (binding energies typically range 0.87 eV up to the formation energy of interstitial which is extremely high). So if the raw diffusion coefficients of interstitial clusters are comparable to that of the monomer, then the loops will be more likely to untrap rather than dissolve to feed the Ostwald ripening process. Of course we may not prematurely conclude that aggregation always prevails, because high diffusion also promotes higher effective rates of emission (absorption rates appear in emission rates), but the competition between the two processes must be considered.
Summary and conclusions
Because the CSS dependence on concentrations, radii, diffusion coefficient and rotation energies is unknown and non-linear, complete fitting of CSS on all of its variables may represent quite a formidable task: any decent griding would probably require millions of conditions, all of which having quite different convergence behavior. Moreover, the study of their convergence with box size, shows that because of the low efficiency of 1D sampling of the space, the convergence can be very tricky: with too small boxes the probability for a defect to have an interaction can be artificially too small. This leads to the set up of a simple probabilistic criterion, that helps to select the smallest box size for correct convergence. Then, to tackle the problem of the large set of conditions, the proposed approach is the following: fixing the defect concentrations and the radii, we generated a first data set griding on the diffusion coefficient ratio and on the rotation energies. Then we combined the analytical expressions developed in paper I [1] as limiting cases, thus allowing us to have valid expressions also for arbitrary concentrations and radii, as was further check by analysis of the residuals. The transition between the limiting cases can be modeled by two combinations of sigmoids: a first combination of sigmoids is used to describe the transition between the CSS when DA = DB, and the second couple of sigmoids is intended to reproduce the presence of the quite distinct mobility domains (consistently with the limiting cases) which appear clearly when mapping the effective exponents of the diffusion ratio scaling factor. This term appears to be most crucial to capture the evolution of CSS over the many order of magnitude they vary, when the diffusion coefficient ratio goes from one to small values (∆ going from 0 to large values), there must a point from which the slowest specie should be considered as immobile in the reaction and the CSS with respect to a fixed sink become relevant. This limit happens to be surprisingly low, which stresses out the necessity to use the 1DR − 1DR CSS fit up to very small diffusion ratios. This should also be the case for the most important defect couples (those mostly produced by cascades which will lead the dynamics) in the exemplified parameterization, even if their effective diffusion coefficient may be significantly lowered by trapping. The relevance of 1DR − 1DR reactions is thought to be more general: depending on detailed conditions and especially on temperature, aggregation of mobile clusters may compete with Ostwald ripening. 
